User Experience Guide for Adaptive Mode
Adaptive course: This course uses your input to adapt content and questions to adjust to your needs. The amount of time it takes to finish is
solely based on your own interactions. Unlike other eLearning courses, adaptive courses can present questions before content in order to
determine your knowledge. Think of the experience more like a 1-1 tutor who is guiding you through the content. The course will determine when
you need content or you are ready to receive questions to test your knowledge.
If you have the option of accessing an adaptive course and a practice set, be aware that they are linked in the backend. If you start a practice set,
the accompanying stand-alone module will show progress. If you start an adaptive module, the probes will be marked complete in the practice set.
You will receive a credit whether you complete the adaptive module or the practice set.

Adaptive Learning Experience
The Rhapsode LEARNER™ dashboard gives
you direct access to adaptive modules built in
Rhapsode CURATOR™. On the left you will see
modules that you have already completed (in the
“Sustain” column), in the center section, the
modules that you are about to launch, and on
the right, the modules that you will take in the
future.

Adaptive Mode learning tiles are colored teal.
On each panel you can see the name of the
content module and the estimated number of
minutes it should take you to master the content.
Area9 Rhapsode™’s focus is to help you master
the content, not simply complete the course. The
projection is specific to the course, and specific
to you as a learner. On the top is an indication of
the total progress you’ve made in all of the
modules you’ve interacted with.

In the content modules, on the left-hand side,
you’ll see coach text/audio that accompanies the
learning content. The coach behaves much like
a human tutor would do. It provides additional
explanation to support what is being shown on
the main part of the screen using both text and
voice over.

You may receive questions before content.
You’ll also self-assess your confidence on each
question, which improves learning and helps the
adaptive engine adjust to meet your needs by
identifying strengths or misconceptions you may
have.
In the Bottom Left corner, you will see your
current self assessment level.

At the top of the screen you’ll see a progress
bar.
Unlike traditional e-learning, this is not a
measure of how much content you have seen this is the progress the you have made towards
becoming proficient in this subject.

On the right is the history pane: a sequential list
of the learning objectives and learning content
that you have interacted with. At the bottom is a
constantly updating projection of the amount of
time that the system believes it will take you to
master the content. This is a personalized
estimate and will update continuously based on
your interactions and answers.

You can return to the dashboard at any time by
clicking the
menu icon and clicking
“Dashboard”.

